
October 2012:

Week 9, October 1, 2 and 4.

Rex: Continue disassembly of beaching trailer. Clean and rust protect axle, wheels and
small metal brackets. Engage contract carpenter to manufacture new wooden chassis and
turntable and steel fabricator to sand blast remaining large steel items and manufacture new
drawbar.

Frank: Monday - Another damaged intercostal on the port side was found by Don, so Frank
repaired and painted this. Tuesday and Thursday - assist Rex with beaching trailer and re-
wire the old hydraulic work platform which Rex had resurrected a few weeks ago.

Don and Steve: Continue fitting port side lower skin panels and chine cap.

Week 10, October 8, 9 and 11.

Rex: Continue with the beaching gear trailer. Repaint the wooden chassis and turntable
which the carpenter had made over the weekend. Repaint the wheels and other steel parts
not sent out for sand blasting. Rebuild the wheels and axle. The steel fabricator delivered the
new drawbar, but the other steel framework is still away being sand blasted.

Frank: Monday and Tuesday - Check over the main beaching gear and search out the
attachment fittings and pins in readiness for fitting the gear to the aircraft. Thursday - trial fit
and drill-off the port side chine to step cap.

Don and Steve: Continue fitting port side lower skin panels and chine cap. This is a slow
process due to Steve having to wedge himself between the frames to reach the outboard
extremities of the structure to get at the rivets for the chine cap.

Steve making his way below the floor beams and then outboard to the chine structure.



Week 11, October 15, 16 and 18.

Rex: Received other steel work for the beaching trailer. Painted this black in the spray booth.
Began reassembling the trailer with the carpenter. Later in the week, while waiting for paint
to dry, made a start on cleaning the interior of the forward stowage compartment of the
Solent.

Beaching trailer steel frame after painting.

Frank: Returned to the supplemental wiring which he began a few weeks ago. Fitted a new
external receptacle to allow power to be plugged into the aircraft for interior lighting and
electrical outlets. Also, did some final checking of the main beaching gear tooling. Hopefully
we will attempt to fit the main beaching gear next week.

Don and Steve: Fitted the last of the replacement skins to the port side. There are a couple
of intercostals, the step stringer attachments and a number of "difficult" rivets to go and this
phase of the repair work will be complete.
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Port side lower skins all fitted.

Week 12, October 23, 25 and 26.

Monday was Labour day holiday so Don and Steve only worked two days this week. Rex
and Frank made up the extra day by working Friday. This week required all the team to work
together to fit the main beaching struts and wheels. The aircraft jacks were serviced and
operated to ensure they can be removed when necessary. Also, fit the tail beaching trailer
up to the aircraft for the supporting timbers to be cut to fit the lower fuselage shape.

Port side beaching gear ready to lift into position.
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Frank and Don adjust the port side beaching wheels.

Starboard side beaching gear in position.



Setting up the beaching trailer for the carpenter.

Week 13, October 29, 30 and Nov 1.

This week we hired a cherry picker and used it to water blast the entire exterior of the Solent
in preparation for moving it into the display hall and checked out the vertical fin attachments.

An example of the algae on the propeller and port wing prior to washing.



A bird's nest in the number two engine cowls.

Rex: Monday and Tuesday - water blast the wings and upper fuselage of the Solent. Clean
out the bird's nests from the engine cowlings. Also water blast the upper fuselage of the DC-
3 while the cherry picker is available. Thursday - using the cherry picker, drill off the cover
strips from the vertical fin attachments and remove and refit the taper bushings and bolts
one at a time to ensure there will be no problems on the day we remove the fin and rudder.
Also removed the rudder "A" frame attachment bolts for the same reason.
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Port wing and number two propeller after cleaning.



Rex removing a fin attachment fitting.

The rebuilding of the beaching trailer was completed this week also.

The completed beaching trailer.

Frank: Water blast the lower fuselage of the Solent and DC-3. Attend to the starboard
beaching gear which had a flat tyre. This required calling a mobile truck tyre servicing
company (Carters) and having the tube replaced.



Don and Steve: Continue riveting the last of the intercostals and the step stringer in place.
This is the final but most difficult part of the riveting repairs of the lower skins.

Don at the starboard step stringer.

On Thursday morning all four members of the team fitted the tail beaching trailer under the
aircraft and removed all other support from the tail.

The aircraft is now resting on the tail beaching trailer.


